Abstract
Introduction 1.Research background
Attention to adaption of structural design with practical implementation steps by applying priority and posteriority of construction schedule into the structural design in form of sequential construction analysis has always been strongly recommended by researchers and scholars in recent years. Basically, all floors of the structure are simultaneously subjected to dead and live loads in conventional structural analyses. While the dead loads of the structural elements and floors are gradually applied to the previously constructed members during the progress of construction which depends on method of construction and its executive arrangements [1] On the other hand, it is obvious that the dead load of newly added elements during construction is carried by the same part of the structure which has been constructed up until that point. Thus, distribution of stresses and displacements caused by the load of existing parts at any stages is independent of size, properties and the presence of other elements which have not entered the construction process [2] . Examples of individuals who studied about above subjects are Choi and Kim (1985) who introduced sequential construction with the concept of active floor in structural analysis [3] . The principles of active floor's analysis are based on three concepts of active floor, inactive floor and deactivated Floors with a reverse order of actual process of construction which is from top to bottom and performing analysis as much as the number of floors in the structure. Use of substructuring technique can be helpful in reduction of number and volume of calculations [4, 5] . In this method, floor by floor activation process can be done for a group of floors which will increase computing speed and will reduce the time and computational efforts. Choi, Chung, Lee and Wilson presented a simple method to simulate the actual behavior of structure based on practical construction steps in 1992 named Correction Factor Method (CFM) and considered the effects of sequential construction in structural analysis [6] . The mentioned method is able to modify the results of conventional one-step structural analyses only using correction factors and without the need for accurate and time-consuming staged analysis and it is able to make sequential construction effects enter the estimation of internal forces of elements.
On the other hand, numerous results and experiments show that concrete structures basically face a lot of deformations and even excessive stresses due to creep and shrinkage. One of the most important key issues in this case is cumulative column shortening in the conventional one-step analysis which not only leads to imposition of additional moments in horizontal structural elements such as beams due to various axial deformations of adjacent structural elements, but also the error in estimation of gravitational deformation of vertical elements caused by wrong selection of analysis can lead to expansion of progressive cracks in infills or non-structural members elements of some panels with uneven gravitational deformations. Hence, the only way to avoid these adverse effects is estimation of the real behavior of structure which is only possible through nonlinear staged analysis or consideration of all long-term elastic and inelastic strains of concrete. Kim et al. are among researchers who have studied about this issue in 2012 who raised two-step analysis algorithm to accurately estimate columns' shortening [7] . They evaluated the restraining effect of horizontal elements and optimized distribution of additional reinforcement in reducing the extent of shortening respectively in 2013 and 2015 [8, 9] . Sharma et al. evaluated the effect of beam stiffness and Column reinforcement in creep and shrinkage behavior of framed structures in 2009 [10] . Njomo and Ozay in 2014 and Park et al. in 2013 are among researchers who used genetic algorithms to minimize column shortening [11, 12] . Moragaspitiya et al. provided a numerical model in 2010 to estimate the axial shortenings of concrete structures considering the concrete timedependent phenomena [13] . In 2003, Torres et al. proposed a numerical model for consideration of sequential construction in repairing and strengthening of 2-D reinforced and pre-stressed concrete building frames [14] . Lu et al. also evaluated the longterm behavior of composite structural systems in 2013 [15] . Jalilzadeh Afshari et al. proposed a simplified sequential construction analysis of buildings with a new method of modifying the axial stiffness of columns in 2017 [16] .
In addition to mentioned factors, the neglect of structural nonlinear staged analysis of and lack of attention to nature of staged application of gravitational loads can lead to many problems in the analysis and design of high-rise structures (Saffarini and Wilson, 1983 [17] , Kwak and Kim, 2006 [2] ). Some of these issues are extra induced bending moments in beams caused by unequal axial deformations of adjacent vertical elements which are increasing with time, considerable redistribution of stress between structural elements, increased deflection of concrete beams, expansion of cracks in tensile areas of concrete elements [18] and not using the intended capacity for structural elements in the design stage [19] can be named as undesired effects which are exacerbated by consideration of time-dependent phenomena such as creep and shrinkage which must be considered in form of sequential construction analysis and step by step loading during construction in the design of high-rise reinforced concrete buildings.
The objective of this article is the accurate estimation of column shortening in special moment resisting frame systems using simple empirical equations which are independent of conventional geometrical parameters of common standard methods of estimating the axial time-dependent strains of concrete such as volume to surface ratio or notional size (based on the type of used regulations). Besides the accurate and consistent estimation of shortening due to creep, shrinkage and time changes of characteristic compressive strength and the modulus of elasticity, compared to corresponding values of accurate nonlinear staged analysis, the equations proposed in the present research cover a wide range of special moment resisting frame structures with different heights and geometrical specifications and will be valid only for structures which have been designed optimally based on ACI318-14 regulations [20] and internal forces caused by conventional one-step structural analysis without consideration of long-term effects and time-dependent strains of concrete. In this case, the method proposed in the present study is capable of estimating the longterm behavior of structure in form of creep, shrinkage and elastic shortenings of each column of structure on the 1000 th day of construction (as the time indicator when inelastic strains of concrete have almost reached their final value) in accordance with ACI209R-92 regulation [21] and without any need for performing the nonlinear staged analysis and definition of corresponding effective parameters. The aforementioned purpose is achieved just by the use of proposed equations which are only a function of height of column (h), length of span (l), number of floors (n) and the number of intended floor (i).
ACI209R-92 regulations
The method in ACI regulation in form of 209 Committee (ACI209R-92) is the simplest method known among valid method of long term concrete estimation which reflects broader aspects of effective material properties in triple timedependent phenomena of concrete in equations despite the simplicity. In this method, standard conditions are initially defined and predictive equations for time changes of creep and shrinkage are raised based on those. Change and violation of any of the conditions affecting creep or shrinkage of standard regulation appears in equations in form of a correction factor respectively in final values of creep factor or final shrinkage strain. In terms of ACI method, characteristic compressive strength at any time (t) is defined in form of multiplication of time ratio and 28-day characteristic compressive strength of concrete according to Eq. (1). Development of modulus of elasticity with time will also be in form of a function of concrete compressive strength at any desired time and the unit weight of concrete (w c ) in accordance with Eq. (2).
In above equations, compressive strengths are in terms of MPa and unit weight of concrete is in terms of kilograms per cubic meter. (α) and (β) are constants depending on curing conditions for concrete and type of cement used with values in Table 1 . Standard conditions of ACI method to obtain creep and shrinkage equations are as follow;
Loading age equal to 7 days for moist curing and 1 to 3 days for steam curing, 40 percent ambient relative humidity, 38 millimeters volume to surface ratio of element (v/s), 70 millimeters slump, 50% fine aggregate percentage, air content less than 6% and the used cements are type I and III with the content between 2.732 to 4.375 kN per cubic meter. All of the above-mentioned conditions are valid at a temperature of 23.2 ± 2 degrees Celsius. With respect to linear stress and strain relation, Creep strain ε cr (t,t 0 ) associated with constant stress σ c (t 0 ) will be according to Eq. (3).
Where E c (t 0 ) is the modulus of elasticity at the time of loading and as a result 1/E c (t 0 ) indicates initial strain per unit stress at loading and δ(t, t 0 ) is the creep compliance and represents the stress-dependent strain per unit stress. Drying creep coefficient is calculated according to Eq. (4).
Where (t) and (t 0 ) are the age of concrete and age of concrete at loading in terms of days, Respectively. For the mentioned standard conditions, (ψ) is equal to 0.6 and (d) is equal to 10 days and (v u ) is equal to 2.35. It should be noted that the final creep coefficient (v u ) will be multiplied by correction factor (γ c ) which will be equal to 1 in case of meeting all standard condition. Otherwise, it will be in form of the product of coefficients according to Eq. (5).
In which γ c (t 0 ), γ c (λ), γ c (v/s), γ c (s), γ c (ψ) and γ c (α) are respectively the effect of change in standard loading age, standard humidity percentage, standard volume to surface ratio, standard slump, standard fine aggregate percentage and standard air percentage. Equations suggested by ACI209R-92 regulations such as Eq. (6) can be used for estimation of dimensionless coefficient of base creep. Where (t s ) is the age of concrete when drying starts at the end of moist curing (in days). For mentioned standard conditions, is equal to 1, f is equal to 35 and 55 days respectively for moist curing and steam curing and (ε sh ) u is equal to 800 × 10 -6 and 730 × 10 -6 respectively for moist curing and steam curing. 780 × 10 -6 can be used for both curing conditions with proper approximation. The final shrinkage strain will be multiplied by the correction factor which will be equal to 1 in case of meeting all standard conditions. Otherwise, it will be in form of the product of coefficients that each show the effect of change and violation of evaluated parameter from corresponding standard conditions (Eq. 9).
Where (4) and (η and f ) in Eq. (8) have been assumed to be constant parameters, the shape and size effect of elements has not been considered in mentioned equations. Equations (10) and (11) can be used instead of previous corresponding values of mentioned parameters for consideration of shape and size effect in creep and shrinkage curves.
Modeling validation
All analyses and designs in the present study for extraction of proposed equations have been carried out in ETABS 2015 software [22] . Therefore, to ensure the accuracy of the software, famous example of Fintel and Khan's Method [23] has been chosen with some minor changes in some assumptions for implementation of ACI209R-92 regulations and compliance with the basic assumptions of this study. Use of Midas Gen 2015 software [24] provides the ability to compare the values . construction Duration of each floor is 7 days, concrete slump is equal to 0.07 meters, used cement is type III with content equal to 4.0726 kN/m 3 , volume to surface ratio is equal to 0.17857 meter, concrete's fine aggregate percentage is equal to 50%, concrete's air percentage is equal to 6%, ambient relative humidity is equal to 60%, start of shrinkage at the end of moist curing takes 3 days and loading age of floors for ease of calculation is equal to 252 days (equal to the general assumption of conventional one-step analyses in terms of loading time after completion of the last floor).
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Since volume to surface ratio (v/s) in millimeters, humidity percentage (λ), loading age of floors (t 0 ) in days, beginning of shrinkage (t s ) in days and cement content (c) in kilograms per cubic meter are the only parameters of conditions in above problem which are different from the standard conditions discussed in ACI209R-92 regulations, the final equations of ACI209R-92 regulations for manual calculations of shortening caused by creep and shrinkage of evaluated column will be obtained in accordance with Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) . The final results of manual calculations using ACI209R-92 method and the corresponding software results of ETABS and Midas Gen applications about shortening of the mentioned column due to the effects of creep and shrinkage and modulus of elasticity in 1000 th day of construction have been shown in Fig. 1 . As it can be observed, the maximum errors in estimation of actual values of column's creep behavior for Midas Gen and ETABS software have been respectively reported to be equal to 3.33 percent and 0.55 percent. Full compliance of elastic shortening curves and extremely appropriate compliance of creep and shrinkage shortening curves in three evaluated modes confirm the accuracy of calculations and performance of software used in the present research (ETABS). 
Modeling
Different special moment resisting frames with different geometric conditions have been modeled in order to move in direction of objective of the present article and achieve simple equations to estimate the staged long-term behavior of structure. Loading of all evaluated models has been carried out in accordance with ASCE7-10 regulations [25] and their typical designing with identical sections for each particular floor has been done to the most optimal way possible based on ACI318-14 regulations and the results of conventional onestep analysis (regardless of time-dependent parameters of concrete). Simple relations ruling the shortening of columns based on ACI209R-92 regulations are extracted through nonlinear staged analyses after the mentioned conventional design. Hence, it is obvious that final proposed equations of the present study will only be valid for structures which initially have geometric characteristics (plan and height dimensions) within the range of the present research which will be introduced in the following sections and secondly, their design is based on conventional one-step analyses of mentioned regulation in optimum form.
Specifications used in structural design
9 framed structure with 3 types of separate plan with geometric characteristics mentioned in 
Analysis of all structures with 10 floors (models 1 to 3) has been carried out using equivalent lateral force analysis and analysis of other structures (models 4 to 9) has been carried out using modal response spectrum analysis. The rebar used for Reinforcement is ASTM A706 Gr60 based on ACI318-14 special seismic standards. Characteristic compressive strength of concrete is considered to be equal to 25 MPa and height of floors is considered to be equal to 3.5 meters. Roof system for all structures is two-way concrete slab with the size of 180 mm which has a dead load equal to 4. Table 2 . The diameter of transverse reinforcement of vertical elements is 10 mm and has been selected with spacing and the number of legs proportional to the dimensions of column for effective confinement in each selected cross section. Cross sections of elements obtained from detailed and optimum design of structures for models 1 to 3, models 4 to 6 and models 7 to 9 have been listed respectively in Tables 3, 4 
Nonlinear staged analysis Specifications
The most important criteria used in staged analysis of conventionally designed structures is determination of construction process and specified construction time for each floor and loading ages of floors. The loading age (t 0 ) of all floors (i.e. time needed for installation of formwork and concreting till the removal of formwork which is defined as the beginning of loading) has been considered to be equal to 7-day construction duration of the floors for simplicity. Age of concrete at the beginning of shrinkage (t s ) and ambient relative humidity has been selected to be 3 days and 60 percent, Respectively. 
Note*: beam dimensions are presented in form of width × depth 300×300 16T18  350×350  400×400 16T20  400×450  500×500 16T25   19  350×350  400×400 16T18  400×400  450×450 16T25  450×500  550×550 16T25   18  400×350  500×500 16T16  450×450  500×500 16T20  550×600  600×600 16T20   17  450×350  500×500 16T16  450×450  550×550 16T20  550×600  600×600 16T25   16  450×400  500×500 16T16  500×500  550×550 16T20  650×650  650×650 16T28   15  450×400  500×500 16T20  550×500  600×600 16T20  650×650  700×700 16T25   14  450×450  500×500 16T22  550×500  600×600 16T20  700×650  700×700 16T25   13  500×450  550×550 16T20  550×550  600×600 16T20  700×700  700×700 16T28   12  500×450  550×550 16T20  600×550  650×650 16T25  750×700  700×700 20T32   11  500×450  550×550 16T20  600×550  650×650 16T25  750×750  750×750 16T28   10  500×500  550×550 16T20  600×550  650×650 16T25  750×750  750×750 24T32   9  500×500  550×550 16T20  600×600  650×650 16T25  750×750  800×800 20T32   8  500×500  550×550 16T20  600×600  650×650 16T25  800×750  800×800 24T32   7  550×500  600×600 16T20  650×600  650×650 16T28  800×750  850×850 24T32   6  550×500  600×600 16T20  650×600  700×700 16T25  850×750  850×850 28T32   5  600×500  600×600 16T20  700×600  700×700 16T28  900×750  900×900 32T28   4  600×500  650×650 16T25  700×600  700×700 20T32  900×750  950×950 32T28   3  600×500  650×650 16T25  750×600  750×750 16T28  900×750  950×950 32T32   2  600×500  650×650 16T25  750×600  750×750 16T32  950×750  1000×1000 32T32   1  600×500  650×650 16T32  750×600  750×750 24T32  950×750  1050×1050 32T32 Note*: beam dimensions are presented in form of width × depth Concrete's fine aggregate percentage, air percentage and slump of concrete have been considered based on standard conditions mentioned in ACI209R-92 regulations and strength specifications of used material have been assumed to be equal to basic assumptions made in modeling validation section. It should be noted that volume to surface ratio for each structural element is automatically calculated by software in nonlinear staged analysis phase. As previously discussed, the mentioned quantity has not been reflected in final proposed equations of research. The independence of proposed equations of the present research from volume to surface ratio is considered as the advantage of method used in this research with respect to initial deeds about using optimal sections in design stage. gravity load combination used in sequential construction analysis is in form of Eq. (21) .
In whichis (D L ) the dead load caused by weight of structure which includes beam, column and slabs and (L L ) is the live load considered for residential structures based on ASCE7-10 regulations. Consideration of a percentage of live loads in nonlinear staged calculations of structures is due to the fact that potential effects arising from serviceability performance of some floors such as finishing or partitioning which may occur before the completion of all floors are applied in the analysis. Sensitivity analysis for bending moment of beams to the sequential construction has been carried out after performing nonlinear staged analyses and obtaining the values of shortening due to creep, shrinkage and time changes in modulus of elasticity for all columns of the 9 evaluated models. The mentioned analysis has been carried out in order to determine columns defining the most sensitive beams to long-term nonlinear staged behavior of vertical elements and ultimately classification of columns with similar behavior. 350×350 16T16  350×450  400×400 16T22  500×450  500×500 16T28   29  350×300  450×450 16T16  350×450  450×450 16T25  500×600  550×550 16T25   28  400×400  500×500 16T20  450×500  550×550 16T20  550×600  650×650 16T25   27  400×400  500×500 16T28  450×500  550×550 16T22  600×650  700×700 16T25   26  450×450  550×550 16T20  450×550  600×600 16T22  650×700  700×700 16T28   25  500×450  550×550 16T20  450×600  600×600 16T22  650×700  700×700 20T32   24  500×450  600×600 16T20  450×600  600×600 16T25  700×750  750×750 16T28   23  500×450  600×600 16T20  450×650  600×600 16T28  700×750  750×750 24T32   22  500×500  600×600 16T20  500×650  650×650 16T25  700×800  800×800 20T28 21 500×500 600×600 16T20 500×650 650×650 16T25 700×800 800×800 20T32 600×700  800×800 20T28  900×850  1000×1000 36T32   11  650×550  700×700 16T25  600×700  800×800 20T32  900×850  1050×1050 36T32   10  650×550  700×700 16T25  600×700  800×800 24T32  900×850  1050×1050 44T32   9  650×550  700×700 16T28  650×700  800×800 28T32  900×850  1100×1100 44T32   8  650×550  700×700 20T32  650×700  850×850 28T32  950×850  1150×1150 44T32   7  650×600  700×700 20T32  650×700  900×900 32T28  950×850  1200×1200 48T32   6  650×600  700×700 20T32  700×700  900×900 32T32  950×850  1200×1200 52T32   5  650×600  750×750 24T32  750×700  950×950 32T32  1000×850  1250×1250 48T32   4  650×600  750×750 24T32  750×700  950×950 32T32  1000×850  1250×1250 56T32   3  650×600  750×750 24T32  750×700  1000×1000 32T32  1000×850  1300×1300 56T32   2  650×600  800×800 24T32  750×700  1000×1000 36T32  1000×850  1300×1300 64T32   1  650×600  800×800 28T32  800×700  1050×1050 40T32  1050×850  1350×1350 
Sensitivity analysis
Level of sensitivity of negative moment at the beginning of span of all beams to sequential construction has been measured using dimensionless coefficient of SI. The mentioned coefficient is obtained using Eq. (22) Closeness of above coefficient to one means insensitivity of evaluated element to sequential construction and larger deviation coefficient from one means greater sensitivity of that element. Sensitivity analysis of all models have led to similar results. The mentioned results have been shown as examples for models 3, 5 and 7 respectively in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Beams of each structure which have had similar sensitivity to sequential construction have been classified with same color in all of the above figures.
As it can be observed, the most sensitive beams in model number 3 are respectively beams labeled as 1, 4 and 6 in Legend of the related figure (red, cyan and purple color codes). The most sensitive beams in model number 5 are respectively beams labeled as 1, 4 and 9 in Legend of the related figure (red, cyan and gray color codes) and the most sensitive beams in model number 7 are respectively beams labeled as 1, 4 and 11 in Legend of the related figure (red, cyan and blue color codes).
Doubled precision in mentioned sensitive beams makes it clear that all mentioned beams are interfaces between columns with different tributary areas. Hence, selection of a criteria for specific classification of columns in plan and allocation of suggested shortening equations to respective classes is obvious and it will be discussed in the following section. 
of columns to allocate suggested equations
The ratio of axial load to maximum axial compressive strength of a column of the first floor according to Eq. (23) is used in order to select appropriate criteria to be able to separate columns with different tributary areas in structural plan. In which (n) is the number of floors in structure. Type of column for using the proposed equations of the present study is determined by calculation of μ for any desired column of the first floor of each conventionally designed model by placement in the range of Eq. (25) to Eq. (27). Nonlinear staged analyses of all evaluated models for third column type showed that shortening of all columns in mentioned type is not the same despite having the same values of μ and it can be divided into two categories of C3-I (column located on the diameter of structural plan) and C3-II (other type 3 columns). So, there are ultimately 4 evaluated categories for allocation of long-term shortening equations according to Fig. 7. 
Sensitivity of long-term inelastic strains of evaluated structures to the number of floors
The results of detailed nonlinear staged analyses of models have been used for determination of sensitivity level of longterm shortening of all defined column types to the number of floors in each structure. In other words, the objective is measurement of the percentage change of time-dependent staged shortening of different types of columns compared to corresponding values obtained from conventional one-step analysis by increasing the number of floors in structure.
For this purpose, ξ parameter is defined in form of percentage change of staged axial strain (with long-term effects of concrete, ε NSA ) of each particular column compared to conventional axial strain (without long-term effects of concrete, ε CA ) according to Eq. (28). 
The result of calculation of ξ for C1, C2 and C3 columns of all evaluated models in different plans considered in the present research have been shown in Fig. 8 . As it can be seen, method of growth of ξ values with increase in number of floors have been shown for all 9 sections of Fig. 8 by best fitting of passing curve through ξ values at the top floor of each structure and related equations are reported.
The advantage of doing this is the possibility of finding a boundary for the number of structure floors that passing it will significantly increase the sensitivity of structure to staged shortening in addition to observe the growth of the highest percentage of axial strain changes occurred in different floors of each structure. Determination of floor sensitivity boundary is done by considering ξ to be equal to zero in each of the equations of the relevant part of Fig. 8 .
The mentioned values which have been determined by black mark in each part of Fig. 8 , show that there are different levels of floor sensitivity in each structure based on different conditions but structures with more than 10 floors can be considered as structures sensitive to staged shortening with reasonable approximation in most models.
3 Determination of simple equations to predict the long-term behavior of column 3.1 Algorithm of extracting proposed equations Algorithm in Fig. 9 has been used to obtain simple equations to predict the long-term behavior of columns in special moment resisting frame structures. 
Plan A, C2 Plan B, C2 Plan C, C2 Operations related to steps 1 to 6 in Fig. 9 are as follows: 1 st step operation: the average value of shortening due to creep (shrinkage, elastic) in all columns of selected column type will be obtained in this step and only a series of shortening data is formed for each one of 9 evaluated models. 2 nd step operation: an average of results obtained from the first step in three A, B and C plans in structures with 10 floors is obtained in this step and the number of 9 series of shortening data in the first step for intended column type is summarized to 3 data series by repeating this for structures with 20 and 30 floors. The effect of span's length will be temporarily ignored by the end of this step. 3 rd step operation: the curve of shortening values resulting from second step are drawing for cases with 10, 20 and 30 floors along with fitting the best curve passing each one of them. ruling equations of each one will be determined in this step. 4 th step operation: the overall equation ruling 3 equations obtained from 3 rd step will be determined in this step using trial and error to find the best fit possible. In this way, constant coefficients of equations in 3 rd step will be converted to functions of number of structural floors in the final equation. The final equation is a only a function of floor number and number of floors of structure will be stored at the end of this step as the effect factor of floors' number in estimation of creep (shrinkage, elastic) shortening. 5 th step operation: the effect of span length will be applied to the proposed equation in this step with a reversed process compared to 2 nd step. For this purpose, the values obtained from 4 th step in each of the models with 10, 20 and 30 floors will be compared with average shortening values obtained from 1 st step initially in type A plan and the numerical difference in each floor will be determined in form of a function of floor number and number of floors. 3 equations will be determined for each span length by repeating the mentioned process for structures with 10, 20 and 30 floors in type B and then type C plans. The overall equation ruling the three mentioned equations which is a function of floor number, number of floors and span length will be contained and stored at the end of this step by performing an operation similar to 4 th step. 6 th step operation: the direct effect of column length (floor height) will be applied to obtained shortening values using (h i / 3.5) factor. (h i ) is the height of floor in meters.
Plan A, C3-I & C3-II Plan B, C3-I & C3-II Plan C, C3-I & C3-II
The following sections is about the implementation of algorithm in Fig. 9 and different steps of operation for example for creep shortening of type C1 column.
With regard to the fact that creep shortening values obtained from nonlinear staged analysis of 4 columns in C1 type in each one of 9 evaluated models are equal, the 1 st step of operation is ignored. The results obtained from average of shortening values in A, B and C models in each of the models with 10, 20 and 30 floors (2 nd step) have been drawn in accordance with Fig. 10 and equations ruling each one of them are selected in form of 3 rd degree polynomial (3 rd step). 
It is obvious that placing 10, 20 and 30 instead of (n) in Eq. (30) will lead to formation of 3 initial equations in Fig.  10 Fig. 11 . It should be noted that in case of performing operations in the 1 st step and calculation of average shortening values of all columns in selected column type, values selected for this step (5 th step) will be defined in form of (χ = f 1st Step / f Eq.29 ). In which G and H coefficients are suggested with 2nd degree polynomials in form of Eq. (32).
(a) to ( f ) coefficients of Eq. (32) will be calculated in form of polynomial 2 nd degree functions according to series of Eq. (33) by repeating mentioned process in case of type A plan for B and C plans and the effect of different dimensions of span in mentioned plans will be reflected in equations (5 th step of operation).
It is noteworthy that placing 10, 20 and 30 instead of (n) for span dimension of plan A (l = 3.889 m) in Eq. (32) and Eq. (33) leads to 3 initial equations in Fig. 11 with very acceptable approximation. The final equation for estimation of shortening due to creep in column type C1 will be the product of Eq. (29) and Eq. (31) and the effect of floor height (6 th step operation) in form of (h i / 3.5).
Presenting the final proposed equations
The simple proposed equations of the present research for shortening due to creep, shrinkage and time changes of modulus of elasticity of columns in terms of meters have been presented respectively in from form of Eq. (34), Eq. (35) and Eq. (36) using the raised algorithm (Fig. 9) for long-term behavior of moment resisting frame structures with conventional and optimized design based on ACI318-14 regulations.
In which;
Variables in above equations are floor number (i), span length (l), height of i-th floor (h i ) and number of floors in structure (n) and other parameters are constant coefficients with values listed in Table 6, Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9 respectively for columns of C1, C2, C3-I and C3-II types. 
A a n bn c 
(37) As it can be seen in Tables (6 to 9 ), the shrinkage constants of all types of defined columns are almost equal. The approximate similarity of proposed shrinkage coefficients for both (m 1 to p 1 ) and (a 2 to r 2 ) shows that the proposed equation for shrinkage is independent from situation and tributary area of column and each one of specific proposed series of shrinkage constants can be used to predict the shrinkage behavior of all types of columns with a very good approximation.
Verification of the proposed equations
As it was already mentioned, the application of proposed equations in the present study is in range of structures with up to 30 floors for special reinforced concrete moment resisting frames. The mentioned range is a range of frame structures in which designing of structure with the moment frame system is usually economically justified and basically, other structural systems must be used for higher structures due to large cross sections of structural elements to withstand the lateral loads. Hence, the main focus of this article in discussion about validation of results was also in the mentioned range for floors. Re-modeling with different geometric characteristics (dimensions of span, height of floor and number of floors in structure) from productive models of proposed equations has been carried out for validation of proposed equations. In addition, the modeling of structures with more than 30 floors has also been carried out in order to test the proposed equation out of the mentioned range for floors which will be discussed in the following section.
Special concrete moment frame structures with up to 30 floors
Since the geometric variables reflected in proposed equations (34 to 37) are span length, height and number of floors of structure, three test models with the numbers of 1, 2 and 3 have been selected with following specifications for validation of the proposed equations. The validation of equations provided for column C1 caused only by the effect of changing the number of floors will be evaluated in test model number 1 with 16 floors and span length of 7 meters and story height of 3.5 meters.
Test model number 2 with 24 floors and span length of 5 meters and story height of 4 meters tests the effect of simultaneous change in height and number of floors of the structure for validation of shortening equations in column C3-II and Test model number 3 with 28 floors and span length of 6 meters and story height of 3.8 meters evaluates the equations provided for column C3-I under changes of all three geometric variables in mentioned equations. The results of optimum and conventional design of three mentioned models for sections of structural elements have been shown in Fig. 12 .
As it can be seen in Fig. (12) one column of C1, C3-II and C3-I type has been selected from the plan of each test model (1, 2 and 3) in accordance with Fig. 7 Fig. 13, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 .
As it can be observed in Figures (13 to 15) , the proposed equations evaluate long term shortenings of columns with average error less than 2 percent for all values in best and easiest way possible and have carried out the estimations almost identical to exact values and this proves the possibility of final provision of all three equations (34 to 36) for frame structures with up to 30 floors. 
Special concrete moment frame structures with

Conclusions
In this article, the long-term behavior of special reinforced concrete moment frame structures in form of time-dependent shortening of column in 1000 th day (as the time indicator in which inelastic strains of concrete have occurred) has been evaluated using different non-linear staged analyses and simple empirical equations have been presented and ranges of application of mentioned equations have been proposed using parametric studies and extensive modeling. Simplicity of proposed equations due to their dependent only to geometric characteristics including dimensions of span, height and number of floors and its independence from the conventional parameters of shortening estimation in ACI209R regulations are among the benefits of method used in the present research. Results obtained from the evaluations in this research show that:
• All proposed equations (34 to 36) with coefficients in the Eq. (37) and Tables (6 to 9 ) have validated for all special concrete moment frames with up to 30 floors with optimal design based on conventional one-step analyses in accordance with ACI318-14 regulations and initial assumptions of the article. The proposed equations can be used instead of time consuming staged analyses for estimation of shortening in different types of columns defined based on equations (25 to 27) and plan in Fig. 7 .
• The proposed equation in the present study in terms of shortening caused by shrinkage (Eq. 36) is valid even for structures taller than 30 floors and is able to estimate the effect of column's shrinkage with an acceptable error percentage.
• The shrinkage constants presented in Tables (6 to 9) are almost equal for every type of column. Hence, the proposed equation for shrinkage is independent from situation and tributary area of column and each one of specific proposed series of shrinkage constants can be used to estimate the shrinkage shortenings of all types of columns with a very good approximation.
• The sensitivity of columns in the models of the present research to long-term staged behavior in form of percentage of change in staged axial strain (Including long-term effects) compared to the conventional axial strain (without long-term effects) will significantly increase with increasing number of structure's floors by about 10 floors.
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